
COVID-19
Emergency Solution for your
Department’s Remote Working

Enable your staff to work from home with
our quickly-implemented, secure and
proven service. 

Resolve existing issues of legacy VPN
capacity problems.
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Executive Briefing

One of the largest problems with the reaction to COVID-19
is staff being unable to connect to corporate services due
to an overloaded remote access infrastructure. This
document outlines how Visionist can provide same-day
resolution by re-routing remote access to a completely
cloud-based, secured to OFFICIAL, service. This includes a
SENSITIVE handling caveat. 

The Visionist Service has been in live operation within
Government Departments for tens of thousands of users
for over 18 months. It is fully accredited and follows NCSC
Best Practice Guidelines for Zero Trust Networking. Our
service will provide you with practical benefits and the
necessary steps to deliver secure remote access to a
dispersed population of users under stressed conditions.

Minimise Impact of COVID-19

Rapid Business Continuity Improvements

Scalable Cloud Architecture

Safe and Secure

Simplicity for Users

Call our dedicated COVID-19 Support Line on:

0330 223 5107

Immediate Benefits of
the Emergency Business
Continuity Fix by Visionist

CORONAVIRUS



What Does The Service Do?

Proving the GDS mantra of ‘The Internet is OK’, Visionist
will configure our cloud-based service to broker
connections between your user devices and corporate
web applications. This will allow your users to work
remotely, using their own devices in a secure manner.

Whilst the pressure is eased on your legacy VPN
bottlenecks, we will work with your IT teams to deploy a
package to the corporate devices which will provide an
improved user experience which follows the NCSC’s
Best Practice Guidelines for Zero Trust Networking.

The service operates a multi-tenant Global cloud with
capacity to support a rapid influx of users and being
cloud-based, is infinitely scalable.   

This is ready to consume NOW, without any intervention
on your part or need for us to ‘build’ anything specifically
for you. As COVID-19 continues to affect businesses
across the UK, Visionist is positioned to provide fast
and reliable solutions for your business operability. 

Our solution enables User access to corporate web
applications from personal devices, meaning that
your employees at home will be able to use their
home systems. They will be given secure application
access with security policies aligned to NCSC Best
Practice Guidelines.

How Long Will It take?

Day 1 - 2: Emergency Fix

While the emergency fix is implemented and the
strain on the legacy VPN infrastructure eases, we
will deploy a package to trusted end user devices.
This will use existing mechanisms to re-route user
traffic via the internet and avoid VPN bottlenecks. 

Our service is designed for a number of user
scenarios and can be easily installed to provide
access on IOS, Android, Windows and Mac
machines. 

Day 1 - 5: Strategy Fix
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Call our dedicated COVID-19 Support Line on

0330 223 5107
to discuss your requirements.  

IMMEDIATE
response team

ISO/IEC 27001
Accredited


